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;. 
Introduction. , _- 

This paper is directed at the kartographer and not at the' '-. 
linguist. Therefore .the stress is on the practical aspe,cts.of ,' 

',..'g e'o g r a p h y and (car t o g r a p h y . The problem is'. 
( II. ,not discussed in a general way: we are not concerned with the.. 

. . methods of transferring geographical qames from script A into ,' 
script'B, but rather with the possibilities of trans'ferring-, ., 
names written in non-Latin alphabets into the- L a'f i n . -',,;h 
alphabet. Where-popular transcriptions are.concerned, .I-,, :' 

.-. only the German versions are.discussed in greater detaii, -'. : : 
. ..Only those,non-Latin alphabets which are of interest to the :‘ 

1 cartographer will be dealt with. 
.' . 

In cartography today it is an established principle to use, 
material i'n the original language whenever possible. If a new i 

-map-of Bulgaria is produced in Vienna, Berne or Munich, go& _, 
Bulgtiian maps as well'as the most recent official register of 
Bulgarian place-names are required. In this particular Gase, the 

.,:,. material used will be written in a non-Latin (i.e. in the 
': ._, Bulgarian) script. What .is the caitographer to do who draws a 

-map for Latin-alphabet areas? He has to render the Bulgarian 
'z, 'alphabet legible for the- map user‘kho is accustomed to reading ,; 

-'.the Latin script. Since the number of countriei us&g no+atin I '. ,, *. 
-*. >. alphabets is considerable, this is a genuine problem for 'Y. 

. . 
-: -;'cartographers. . . 

., 
..:. ,-‘II'.The Concept of Transcription. _' 

Unfortunately, there a&e no generally accepted definttions and 
.' -designations for the various systems. of transference. Recently 

there has been a‘.tendency in the English and German literature *_ _' 
of placing traqscription and transliteration on the sanmlevel: 

transliteration is understood to be a reversible letter-by-letter 
" , .,, .(".. ,. ,' . . . . . ,. , ,' . . .. ._' . . ,' * ' ._ f ., ,. ,. 

,' ., . :. 
'. 
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: transference whereas transcrkption is regardei3. by some as the I, :: 
phonetic rendering of the pronunciatlion of the original language ' 
by means of the @*receiver" alphabet and by others as the sum ":(I 
total of all transference methods excepthng transliteration.* 
Nothing is gained by,thia interpretation. 30 only get a name for -, 
one'method (transliteration) and another name for another method 
or methods (transcription), but no name for the overall con&p& .’ .. 

Formerly, the sum total of all the methods used.was knownas 
transcription. . . In 1968 the International Orgasizatioh~for 

"', Standardization (ISO) in its mdst recent recommendation concerning 
the transliteration of Greek offered definitions which are in 
accordance with this tradition. and correspond to the original 

i.Latfn meaning of the terms.3 The sum total of all methods is '. 
I called t r a n s c r i p t i'o n : '*The operation of representing 

the elements of a language.,' either sounds or signs, however they 
.may be written originally; in any o'ther written system .of letters 

: or sound signs." .T r a n a 1 i t e r a t i o n iS one method of' c 
transcription: "The operation of representing the characters . 
(letters or signs) of one alphabet by those of another, in 

_ principle letter by letter. This, method of. conversion is applie,d -. 
specifically when representing one.purely literal alphabet such 

. as Cyrillic by another literal alphabet, such as Roman." "In 
1 transliteration, letter.for letter, equivalence'is ideal, but 

absolute consistency of application may'not be possible. In some 
cases, diacritical marks or letter groups 'may be used, but they'. ,*, 
should be kept to a minimum. In designing any system of trans.; . 

. literation, a particular effort'should be made to achieve direct ' ,' 
reversibility insofar as this is possible, to facilitate ' 

: reconstitution of the text in its i>riginal form should this be 
necessary." So much for the most recent definitions of the- * 

: 'International Organization,for Standardization (ISO). . . 

1 ,' "Transcription is a method.,of transferring names from one 
languageto anothe r in which the sound of each individual naze 

: is represented as accurately as possible in the'sc,ri.pt of the 
second language." Definition A in United Nations Conference on 
the Standardisation of Geographical Names, Geneva, 4-22 Sq:k-, 1 
1967,, Vol. I, Report of the Conference, New York 1968, p* 6, 

.-,2M. NfANGOLDp Transliteration und Transkription, 
Beitrgge. Mannheim 1965, p.9, line 9- seq. 

Weft 7, Duden- 
/ 

%30-Recommendation R 843, Internat. System for the Trannliteratien 
of Greek @haracters into Latin Characters,,cd.by ISO,s,3,1968~p~5 ,, 
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Transcription is possible not only.in respect of alphabetic ' 
and syllabic scripts, but also in respect of word andzsentence 
scripts, ideographic and even unwritten languages. Transliterati&, 
on the other hand, is possible only in respect of alphabetio or, I 

: at the most, syllabic scripts. 

For practical purposes the old terms "scientific conversion", .- 
: '*library conversion" and *lpopular' conversionlV may also prove , 

quite useful. The former two usually refer to transliterations 
whereas the latter designates all those methods in which a non- 
Latin alphabet is rendered by means of the (in our case) German 
alphabet without the use of special letters, diacritical signs, ,:' 
accents, etc. In this context it remains open whether-we are 
concerned with an attempt at transliteration frustrated by the 
limitations of the German' alphabet, an equally unsuccessful -' 

.' .attempt at representing the sounds of the originalkngusge or 
some mixed solution. A detailed investigation into methodical 
conversion problems was made by M. MANGOLD. 

At the'united Nations Conference 'on the Standardisation of 
Geographical Names, Geneva, 4-22 September 1967, treatment of 
the question of defining the various conversion methods'was 
adjourned. 5 As a matter of fact, these questions are not of .: : 

. . primary concern to the cartographer. ' 

Although the following two problems have no direct bearing on 

the conversion of non--Latin alphabets short mention will be . 
made of them here: 

First of all, the R o m a n a 1 p h a b e t r u 1 e. Whenever 
the local geographical names of a Latin-script area are to be 
given on a map all special letfers, diacritical signs, accents,‘ 
etc. of the original language should remain unmodified according 
to this rule. This is not a new 'stipulation. It was accepted 

. . 

4Transliteration und Transkription, l&L cit. 

%oc, tit;, vol.-.x,p* 6 - 

' 
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88 early as in. X873 at the PirF:t International Geographical 
Congress at Rnt~:crp as well as.& the Second International '. 
GeogrEipkical cangrees in 3875 and .est the Fifth Congress in 1891.' 
It was agaikn formv&~tcd p-t the Pkrst World Kap Confdrence in 
1$3g7 and most rece.n-i;ly in 1967 at the United K'ations Conference 

I 
on the Standardisation of Geographical fiarnes, 8 The Roman alphabet 
rule is applied in all maps and charts produced for international 
use,; it does not exclud e the use of exonyms in the various 
language areas. This is to say that when it :s deemed necessary 
the spelling Bukarest will be used in German, Bucharest in Englisht 
Bucarest in French and Boekarcst in Dutch. If, however, for some 
reason or other the original Rumanian name is to be given it 
must be Bucuregti and not Bucuresti, Spellings such as Besanpon, 
Forls, La 'Coruga, Kaposv&, towicz are the rule in our maps, 
whereas strangely enough names like Gorjantsi, Chwar ahd 
Tirgowischte for Gosjanci, Hu.ar and T$rgovi$te' are still to be 
found in German atlases, as though the Slovene, Croat and Rumanian 
alphabets need notbe followed as 'closely as the Hungariari or 
Polish alphabets. Real difficultiesare encountered when special 
letters cannot be reproduced with the available type setting 5 
equipment, However, even then the Roman a)phabet rule should be .';, 

6 International Standardization of Geoeaphic Names, Background- ,' 
Paper; submitted by the Government of the Bedera Republic of 
Germany to the United Nations Technical Conference on the Inter*. 
national Kap of the World on the 'hrlillionth Scale -held at Bonn, ' 
3-22 August 1962, presented by StWdiger Ausschui3 fijr die Recht= 
schreibung geographischer Namen, Bonn 1962; p. 1, 

'ibid., p. 2 

3PfThe Conference, recognizing that the accents and diacritical 
signs which accompariy the Roman alphabet letters of many languages 
are an integral past of the spelling of these languages, in which' 

-they express such essential features as the tonic accent, the 
length and degree of openness of vowels, and other significant 
aspects of pronunciation and meaning, recommend? that in inter= 
national use all geographical names officially written in these 1 
alphabets by thz nountries concerned should rem&n unmodified 
and keep their distinguishing marks, even, and indeed particularly, 
yhen they are written in capital letters.fq 
United Nations Conference9 lot. cit., .Vol. I, p. 13, Reso&ution,l~. 

%IERCKE Weltatlas, ed. by Georg Westermann VerJ.ag, 136th edition; 
Braunschweig, Berlin, etc. 1967, p. 45, 65. 



strictly observed. After all, in cartography the technical 
possibilities are much greater than inletter-press printing,. .'. 
In this context I am thinking of the Croator, Vietnamese &, -...' 
the Danish, Norwegian or Faeroese d , the Icelandic or Fcteroese:", 
b the, Maltese $j , the Polish 2 , and the Iizelandfc p . The., ', 

1967 Geneva Conference recommended that even when a,name is ; ,:.' 
-printed wholly in capital letter-i all accents and diacritical' _.'-“ 
signs should remain unmodified. It would be even better if - )_ 
'cartographers stopped writing names wholly in capital letters: 1 - 
(MAJUSCULES). BEARN is ambiguous, BGARN (with 8) is not. In' " 
order to be able to replace.FRU%A GORA by FruBha gora I must. :,. ' 
be familiar with Berbo-Croatorthography (capitalization,.non-' ., ., 
capitalieation). If I want to use minuscules on my,map I shall\.,-.. 
have to look ,for some source giving the name of GIESSEN in. '- ,1" 
lower-case letters,' because the official spelling.of Germtin' ',.. ', 
geographical names does not necessarily correspond to the 
modern orthographical,rules. It could be efther Giessen or :- 
Gief3en. Thus the Roman alphabet rule by coming out against : 
transcription within the Latin-alphabet area does have some 'I:), 

" connection with the problem of transcription. - : 

Another marginal problem of this type is the question'of-' :, 
exonyms. Exonyms are geographical names used ina .oertain 
language area for topographical features outside that area and ..I_. 

* 
differing from the local official names, e.g. Milan, Mailand etc, : .: 
for Milano"; Venise, Venice, Venetia, Ben&'tky, Velence etc. for. *I 
Venezia"; Vienne,'Vienna, B*ecs;Be& Dunaj etc.-for Wien13; T&ui , . 
Tage, Tago, Taag etc, for Tajo/Teju 14; Oostelijke Alpen etc. for ..' 
Ostalpen/Alpi Orientali/Alpsjorientals/Vzhodne Alpe/Isto&ne Alpe/ 

"Text of Resolution eee Footnote 8.. 
11 

._ 
English,French,German,Italian. :. 

, " 

'12 French,English,Ranian~C~ech,Hungarian,Italian *: 
I '.. 

13 French,English,Hungarian,Serbo-Croa.t,Siovene,German, : _' " .. 
14 : ., 

English,Erench,Italian,Dufch,Spanish,Portuguese, .:. 



Keleti-:ilpok15; litna for Etna/1Jongibello 16;.Rakousko etc for . 
osterreieh, Aus;$izl'l; Switzerland etc. for Schy:eiz/Suisse/ 
Svizzera/Svizra l To denote the name customary in German use 
the not very prceise expression "AuBlandnr:rmetv is also foufid 
(to the German speaker Ztirich is an *tAuslandname** 'but not an 
exonym of the German. language), in E,n_glish Ithe term Qopventional 
name" is used (Den Haag is the Dutch conventional.n~ame for the 

.' offic&al 's-Graver&age, it is no exonym; The Hague, La Hays, 
L'Aia, La Haya 19 etc. would be exonyms). For our purposes the 
exonym is of interest insofar as there is 'no clear-cut dividing 
line between exonym and conversion form. I regard Hisch, Nis 
as outdated transcription forms forNnu , others consider it " 
a German or &.ngarien exonym which.should be retained because 
of the importance of the town. Similarly, it is difficult to 
say whether we are faced with a violation of the Roman .' : 
alphabet rule (no transcription!) or with an exonp. In the 
case of Constanta - German Konstanza, French Constants&, 
Czech Konstanca - it would be possible to maintain that the ' 

. plaoe is so important that even purely orthographical variants 
may be regarded'as exonyms. However, this does not sound quite 
so convincing with regard to the common German variants of .' 
Montblanc and Istanbul for Mont Blanc and fstanbul. 

II. Which Type of Transcription for Cartography? 

* In German, transliterations and popular transcriptions a&e used 
for many non--Latin alphabets, e.g. forthe Russian and Arabic 
alphabets. For other non-Latin alphabets such as for the White 
Russian alphabet only transliterations are used, Should we 
choose a popular tra&cription or a scientific transliteration? 
The advantage of the popular transcription lies in the fact 
that everybody can read and pronounce it; the closeness of this 
pronunciation to the original pronunciation j.s not significant 

' in this context. . _ ._.. The scientific transliteration, on the other 
. hand, will frequently be unintelligible to persons who do not 

. . speak foreign languages uhless they have the use of a key;' 

15 Dutch,German,Italian,R~m~~~~,Slovene,Ssrbo-~~oat,H~~~rian 
16German,Italian,ftalian local 
:~Czech,German,English _' 

~~(:nr?;liE3h,Germ~n,French,Italian,R~lnet-ii: 19English,French,Ital.Spa 
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beiause the special~letters used aiw Completely unfamiliar. For . . . 
this reason popular transcriptions will certainly survive for ', 
quite some time, if .only because they can always be printed ', 

: 
without any difficulties. They should, however, remain confined " 
to popular works. In cartography, the use of these popular 
transcriptions is problematic even in atlases f&r the,upper '. 

_ division of secondary schools. As far as scientific cartography 
'is concerned the use of p r e c i 8 e tr a ri 8'li.t e r a t = 

, ions would certainly be desirable. Here the unambiguous 
identification of a topographical object and pptimum reversibility 
are paramount considerations. Some examples taken from Greek ! 
serve to illustrate this problem: even an experienced scholar. ,' 
bf the Greek language will be unable to identify the following '-, _. 

: ,' 
: 

names in their popular German transcriptions: Agriani, Aetopar' 
tra, Ambelia; these might read'Aupb&v<r Vd~7 or ‘Arpt$&ob: ’ ; 

)AdKLtpl or ‘fktou&p ; J@&&%~ ) JApdbd or ‘Apa&% -. j c 
, 

These are by no means construed examples, but names taken from 
the official register of Greek place-names.' .Besides these .'. 20 

popular transcriptions exonyms will be,frequently encountered, . ' 
On a small-scale German school map of Greece Iraklion, Wolos .'. 
and Serril. may still be acceptable alongside Sparta, Korinth., ..:. 

'.. Athen and Theben, J;n a large-scale atlas for international usep 
however, %rhkleion , B&los, and S'errai would bertainly be 
preferable.21 ; . __ '. ) 

' :. . 
One.more aspect deserves mentioning with a view to',international 
usage: there are at least as many popular transcriptions of the :.. 
Russian, Greek, etc. alphabets as there are major languages, ., .- 
but there are only few scientific -transliterations for every 

non-Latin alphabet. Efforts are being made to reach agreement 
on a'single scientific transliteration for every non-Latin ; ,, 

-,alphabet,- although a variety of popular transcrt$+$ons wiil ,.' .-.~ 
'. inevitably survive since every receiver language has its 

spelling peculiarities. It should, howe,ver, be possible for 
every language area to use not more than <one popular transcription 
for each non-Latin alphabet of any'importance in its &t&al 

relations, " . ,' I. 
-. 

20 Lexi&gn 6% D&n3n 
Ethnike Statistikb :UpWes+ t& !Ell&dos,'Ath~~i '&g& T--. 

y ICainot&?rn ka% Oik&sm$n t& *Ell&os ed, by, : 

21 l .  

‘Hpe.hwlv, BbAos, gpp 
,’ : 1 j. 

4 -/ *. _’ _’ ., 1’. 
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:.. What is spelled. KuibQev, Voronej and Smolensk -in. & Rumanian 'j!:. ,- 
..'popular transcription becomes Kujbisev, Voronyezs:and' I 

,' 
'. 

Szmolensz;k in Hungarian. 22 ,For this reason &ienfific.trans= ., -I 
litsration‘e are- certainly preferable in~i~ternational'aaientifi~ 

: usage."In cartography this has long been an accepted fact. In a ..:. 
memorandum pertaining to the International Map of'the World. ' 1 

: Professor A* Back in 1892 called for. the use of transliterations 23 , 
.' :'a suggestion which w&s accepted by. the Sixth Intergti&al 
','.'.Geographical Congress in 1895. The 1967 Geneva Confer&e on 24 -' 
" the Standardieation of Geographical-Names recommends the use of. ,' 
I,,, not more'than one scientific romaniiation system per non-&tin.- 'I 

. alphabet thus excluding popular transcr,iptions of &y kind. 25 _. .I , 
:. ,' * , . ; 

,:,:Since, however, in' the majority of cases no agreement has as : .d ;( ,'. 
I,: yet been reached concerning one single ,transliteration',system‘ .j',: 4 

per non-Latin alphabet the -choice rests with the cartographer. L .- 
--j UnfPortunately, ,the 1967 United Nations Conference in-Geneva 
+ 

failed in fundamental questions to come up to the resogbtions '.:' .,_ 
,l ,of the World Map Conference and the International Geographical _: 

-Congresses'. As .early as in 1892 Professor A. Penck inhis above-.:.:.' 
mentioned memorandum made a suggestion which is probably the. ':', 
best solution anyway: he recommended transliteration on the 
basis of rules issued by the country ooimqmeki; or.'on !he basis j-_ 

'of rules originating from international' agreements;; Th8se: 
. '.; 

,'I ..: '. 
fundamental suggeations are .encounterbd again and.,again.'in.the...-'.. 1 
resolutions of World Map Conferences,. Infernational'Geogra~hical .' 

:. Congresses and International Congresses of .Onomestic Sciences. 26 ,- 
'. ..,?i'. '_'_ . . '. 

'_' _,.~;. .' I . 
.ee Ky~6,rTJm, Bopotttrs,Cwonrkc~. .. .’ .’ : “j...‘> ; .__ ,,, .’ 

23fnternetional. Standardisation; locz', crit.,'. p.".l: 
'.' 24 

-.I ': ;_ -. 
ibid.., p. 2. . ', ' :- ' .: ., 

1 ,:_ 
. ,.- '.,j 

25 
; ; ,., ,-I(: I-'.- 

". United Nations Conference, lod..cit., Vol.'I,-.p',-12;'. -:; ,.. ',. .. 
', Resolution 12. :,, : ". ,I '.,..' ,... :I::' ., ,, -.:.' ,_ 

'. 261nternation& Stazidtiiaation, loo.'- tit;, p. 1 T 5. .:'l Y,',. ,, '.' . 
-: '. < :. .,. .I1 L . ..+ ,' :5.. ; ,, I' -. :: ,' ." ." '. ., . , a:-': ,. ." ..'- ': :_ . . . I. ,' . ....; .-. ., : ,. . . . ,_,_'._,. . c ,., :;, . '. : I - ..' , .: ~' /I s.'.:.. .-,- i I . L ,..,". ', : I. _,. .( : ,," _ .; . .d 1i -.: I:_ ; .' ./. .- ! '. ), . . ,. j, .I: I' .. :., . 

_ ~. ', 1 ) ; '_ L -_ \ .~ ,., ; _' . :. ;. I,.,;.. lL_ ,," '.,- . ', '. : ,. .' . . t . '_ +.- : _r., ; 
'_,' _ -_ ,, 

:-: < ..' ._ .' : .;~ -._. _. .c.< : .' : '?1. ,' ,' , ,' ','C . . .: ,! __.,.-- -. ,. _ I ;y.. ,. 1 ', 
,' :.,, ,,' .."). -',. '. ._.' , .a '. ,, ... r '. .- :: ( ._ .' :-: -_ , . 

.. I : : 71 ; _' I' :" .',.... -' ., _. ,.. ': .- ., _:. '.. - : : ,, .,. : ., ;.,:::. (_ : ,_ “ ,_' . ;.,, '. 
: .: -, ,. .^_ ,', ,: ' : .': . .: ._.:., " ,, 1 . '. )J : ,'.' ', I ,,,'. . . ,' ., ',' ._ /,.. ._. :' 
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In the few cases in which the adoption of a transference * '.-'."' 
system for international use was recommended the 1967 Getbva.’ , ‘;- _._, 
Conference on the Standardisation of Geographical Names chose' .;"I":. 
systems officially omgloyed in the countries conoerned. 27 This :. .::. 

.a.' means that the ~rinoiplcs formulatea by 'Brefesr;or .A. PENOK' J.":. '; 
have prrxtically beei'accepted, even though in theoretical ,. : 
discussions it was pointed out that the choice of the method .', L ,.-. 
of transference should restwith the users of the receiver 
alphabet rather than with the users of the donor alphabet. 1 28 . . . 
If a country which does not use the'latin alphabet decides to 

. adopt an official tionianization 'system and'uses it in maps ,and -. 
publications - at least vis-arvis foreign countries - foreign :..:s. .I cartographers would certainly be misguided in employing a 
different transference system even if - from the .s'cientific :, :' 
point of view - their system should be better. Considering that -" -. 
in Yugoslavia itself post office rubber stamps, maps and street- :'l., . . 

: signs give only lj, nj and dB for A , #b , v there'would be no ' ' 
sense in substituting 1, h, &; in foreign maps of this area, I._ 
even though these variants,which are'found only in 6 few scientifio 
works,follow the principle of strict transliteration more closely.. 
Like Serb&Croat Irish also uses two alphabets,though without 

-' any regional differentiation; we are here concerned with a ease 
of genuine digraphy. Even if the Latin script did not constantly -; : 
gain ground in Ireland itwould be senseless'to consider the '. 

I 
adoption of any transference system other than the, osficial one' .':i-". 
and to replace the digraphs bh, ch, dh, fh, gh, mh, ph, sh, th “ ., 
by single letters wflth a diacritical sign al$hough this would :" 

-, probably be frhe better transliteration. The official conversions 
1 of the Serbian and Irish alphabets are still reversible; however,. .' 

_,'. in certain cases the'cartographer will,even forego the justified -_ 
demand for a reversible conversion system (transliteration)Vin 
favour of the principle that the official romanization system '. 
adopted by a country not using 'the Latin script should be . 
accepted by the other countries. This will not be easy,and it 
will be considered only in cas'es where the country concerned 

.- ._ makes frequent use of this official romanization system: in maps, ': 
..' statistical publications, street signs etc. Librarians and 

documentation workers, however, will have to go on using trens=~ ' 
; llteration, .. I : . - 

e'r United Nations Conference, locicit.,Vol.X,p.33 seq,,Resolutions . . 
13, 14, 17 * i‘ ,.. . . . 
*%bm p.4. 

‘, 

.., ,.. . . . _ --r . . . r . _. *__ .- _. _ . . . . . ..-. ,_-.-.-. - .-_-.,.. _" _-. . . -- __*-., -..-.-. -.,. s..... .. 
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The best solution would be for every country pvhich uses one or ,' 1 
. . more non-Latin .alphAbets to adopt one transliteration system -' 1, 
. ' (not just some type of conversion) for each non-Latin alphabet. * 

and to actually use this transliteration in its culttial dealings :.. 
: * with Latin-soript countries., The country concerned would then 0. 

if only to a limited degree. d have two writing systemsrand the 
';, Latin-script countries would have to use thejseoondary Latin 
i script in compliance with the above-mentioned Roman alphabet rule, 

Should there be no officially recognihed conversion system the ',. 
. . most widely used international system will be chosen; Of course,, L, 

'preference will be given to a system accepted -by the country in I. 
which the respective non-Latin alphabet is used. For us it is ",' 

moreover important to know whether the internationai conversion' .',w, 
has been accepted or is being used in the German-speaking area.' . . 

., For a long time librarians and linguists have tried to arrive at,..,';,,, 
precise scientific transliterations; and not entirely without ',1 

'. success. Thus we have philological transliterations-which may.show, " 
minor variations-of the Cyrillic alphabets,-of the Arabic' v' 

, alphabet and of the Indian alphabets. The International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO) *has been,issui.ng trans= 
literation tables for quite some time. It may be regarded as 
the overhead organization of the various national standards . . 
organisations and co-operates tiith the United Nations .("liaison 
8tatus“).29 The tables compiled so far are the result of thorough / 
and intensive investigations and pay due regard to the wishes of 
the donor countries. This organiaation should be'recognized and .. 

' supported as the competent body for the elaboration of internationa: 
, transliteration tables. If necessary, geographers and onomatologistr 

could submgt their suggestions concerning changes and/or improve-' 
ments through the respective -international channels or through 
the national standards organizstions of ISO. The attempt to arrive' 
at international so,lutions without paying due regard to the work 
of IS0 would be a wasteof' time and.money. Moreover, it would 

'~ p9The .following countries are members of ISO: Australia, Austriai. 
_ Belgium; Brazil; Canada, Chile, Columbia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark; 

Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece,,Hungary, India,,: 
Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, !Jexico;Retherlands, New 
Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Poland,,Portugal; Rumania, South', 
Africa; Soviet Union,. Spain, 'Sweden, Switzerland, Unite.d Arab ,, 
Republic, United States,,Yugoslavia. 

. 
. , 

. , - 
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further complicate and eventual1.y dis,credit international 
co-operationl Anyway, it is not the task of the geographer to :: 
work out transliteration tables, he only chooses those which to II 

,,' him seem most suitable in the light.of what has been said above, .A,’ 
I 

'The adzxantages of a'single international conversion system for 
ail disckplinea are quite obtious. It would but complicate things.,. L. 

',.unnecessa.rily if cartographers and librarians.and documentation 
' workers chose different solutions.'.It will, however, be inevitable-. 

1' .for gazetteers to give geographical names in several versionsj 
whereas in cartography one, version oniy must be chos,en. _ 

:, 
,: III. Non-Latin Alphabets Important in Cartography. 

':'.S.Por practical purposes the various s,ections are arranged by 
-countries;-the order in which the countries are enumerated is '-'., 
not haphazard but‘is based on the follawing considerations: iz , 

.-we start with a variant Of the Latin script, the Irish alphabet; _, ' 
go on to the Greek alphabet from which ours is indirectly 

'Yderived and then pass on30 the altihabet’s based on the’ Cyr~l1i.c 
', script, a derivation of the' Greek alphabet. In-connection with 
."the Soviet Union the -Armenian and Georgian alphabets are dis= 

cussed along with the othersalthough their origin is different - 
,,they are usually included among the Iranian scripts which in turn " 

..are derived from the Semitic group. Then we move on to'the Semitic . . 
.. sdripts, first the northern (Arab&c and Hebrew alphabets), then 

the southern varieties. These are followed by the large group of ,' 
India alphabets from.the eastern border of Pakistan to the 

',western border of Vietnam, Because of the arrangement by countries-, 
no subdivision into northern and southern groups has been made 
here. We then leave out the large L.ktin:script area'of Malaysia,. 
Vi6tnam, Indonesia and the Philippines, so dear to the western 
cartographer, and find ourselves in the Chinese-script.area which .' 
includes Chinese-derived Japanese and Chinese-influenced Korean. 1 

):, The non-Latin alphabets of the offic'ial lan&ages of states.: 
, and member states of federations are taken up]in this list' '- 
"whereas langrzages'.of autonomous administrative units.are not ' 

$,n,cluded.'For technical reasons I have used only the ,Greek and .,: ' 
i : Cyrilria~ietters.in,gi~iag examples of'namerj .from non-Latin . 

._.. ., ._ ~ _. '. ..,.,. .bl< .::. . .' ,) '. (. . .' ', . . . . ,. I 
,.. 'I 
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alphabets. Moreover, I have not included any conversion. . i 
: 

tables and should like to refer to the .following bibliography 
. of works which should be available in any cartographic library.' .' 

. In quoting the titles'1 first of al3 give the abbreviated form ,- 
later onused'in.th$s paper, then the full. title and fSrially ',: 

- a short annotation: 

Geographiedudkn = Vtirterbuch geographischer Namen, Europa.(ohne *": 
Sowjet,union), edited by the'SiXndiger Ausschul3 fti geographische‘ 

', Namen (Permanent Committee on Geographical Names). Mannheiml966,. 
The~Permanknt Committee on ,which delegates from the Federal '.~ ,,' 
Republic of Germany, 'from Austria'and Switzerland are represented '. 

;.' carries on research on geographical names in the German-speaking '. 
area for.specialized cartographic requirements. Austria's " ,' 
participation in the scientific work of the Committee is based '. ,.. 
on'the permanent contact with the Austrian Academy of Sciences. ':. 
This work contains the original Latin alphabets of all official'.::. 

Xuropean languages as well as conversion tables for Greek, '.. .', 
Bulgarian, Macedonian, Serbian, Russian, Ukrainian and White . . 
Russian. c .' 
Westduden t: Duden, Rechtschreibung, 16th' edition, revised~by. '. " 
Dudenredaktion, Mannheim 1967. The appendix includes conversi& I 

: tables for the Greek,, Bulgarian, Russian, Arabic and Persian 
alphabets. 

I ;- 
Ostduden = Der grof3e Duden, 16th edition, ed. by Hi Klien, ", 
Leipzig 1967. Gonversion tables for the Greek and'Russian . 
alphabets. .: 

PreufJische Instruktionen = Instruktionen fur die alphabetischen '/ 
Kataloge der preuf3ischen Bibliotheken vom 10. 5.1899, '2nd ,' 1. 

"edition 1908; reprint, Wiesbaden 1964. Annex XI of Instruktionen 
contains a "Schema zur Transkription fremder Schriftarten"' .J"',.', 
(Scheme for the Transcription of Non--Latin Alphabets).'The .. "'.+ 

< ,. following alphabets are included (the original names used in‘ I-. 
Instruktionen are given in parentheses): the.Russian, Hkrainian .' 

.(Little Russian), Old Bulgarian; Modern Bulgarim, Serbian and -.'Y 
.' 

Rumanian (Walachian) alphabets, the Devanagari (Sanskrit) and 
related alphabets, the.Arabic, Persian.and-Turkish alphabets, ', .. 

~. 

the Urdu' (Hindu&kn~) alphabet; the Malay,'-Hebrew, Syrian,' : %' . . .- '.' -;'-,, ., .' I, :. .- : ,. 
* . . 

~ . 1. 
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‘_ Ethiopian, Coptic, Armenian and Georgian alphabets. The 
(’ . . 

,; preuf&che ‘Instruktionen are highly significant and authoritative _ 
for the entire German-speaking area also with regard to the 

-convers;fon systems given; in Austria they have to be used by all : 
public libraries in..accordance with ministerial decree, 1 !- ~ 

DIN 1 460 (kyr.) = deutsche Norm (German standard) DIN ‘1 460, 11' ,' ., Transliteration kyrillischer Buchstaben, ed. by Deutscher > 

NormenausschuS (German Standards Committee), s.l:(Berlin) 1962., ; 
The table contains the international transliteration of the 
Cyrillic alphabets of the following Slavic languages: Bulgarian9 
Nacedonian, Serbo-Croat, Russian, Ukrainian and White.Russian: '..-': 

;. Since the "Deutsche Normenrt are generally recognized'and c ,' 
accepted'in the entire German-speaking areti, this table may ';.: 
be regarded as highly authoritative. ,. 

“ , 
,' 

_I 
: 
: ISO-R 9 (Cyr.) = ISO,Recommendation R 9, International Sysitem. - . . . 

for&e Transliteration of Cyrillic Charauters, 1st edition, ed. - 
by International Organization for Standardization (ISQ). s.1, ', 
1954, 3rd'Drinting 196'6:The .table gives the Bulgarian, Serbian; 
Macedonian, Russian, Ukrainian and White Russian alphabets., St 

.?, 

was approved among others by the German-&peaking countries 
Austria, Germany and Switzerland and was adopted in Germany as 

' DIN 1460 (kyr.). Par$ly improved upon by Draft IS0 R 1 243 (Cyr.), 
While this paper was'in print-Draft IS0 R 1 243 (Cyr.) was 
published under the title IS0 Recommendation.R 9, International: ,' 
System for the Transliteration of Slavic Cyrillic Characters, 
2nd edition, September 1968, first printing August 1969, 

2 * 

d 
Draft ISO-R 1 243' (Cyr.1 = Draft IS0 Recchunendation No. 1243 ', 
(improved text), International System for the Transliteration of 
Slavic Cyrillic Characters, ed, by ISO, s.1, I. 1968. The table ..: 
is more comprehensive than ISO-R.9 (Cyr.). It is to be expected 
that the draft will soon be.come an ISO-Recommendation; this. .- 
draft was approved among others by the German-speaking countries. I. 
AustrJ.a, Germany and Switzerland and 'by the English-speaking. . ," 

., I_ ,. 

countries Great Britain and the United States, While this paper .I j 
was in print, Draft ISO-R 1 243 (Cyr.) was published under the 
title IS0 Recommendation R 9, International System for the, ", : 

,; 
Transliteration of Slavic Cyrillic Characters,-2nd ccJiJc'ion, ., '. 

*' 

September-1968, first printing Auw,t 1969.. ‘. ., 
. 
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,E!O-R 233 (Arab.) = IS0 Recommendation R 233, International a 
System for the Transliteration of Arabic Characters, first . -- 
edition, ed, by ISO, s.l..1961.~ The Recommendation includes I' 
the Arabic and the‘P&sian alphabets and was qpproved@ong '; 
others,by the berman-speakihg,countries' Austria, Germany and 
Switzerland as.well as by the former colonial powers in the 
Arab area, France, Great-Britain and Italy.. 

,. ..* '_ : 

ISO-R 259 (Hebr.) = Recommendation,R~259,'Transiiteration of 
Hebrew, first edition, ed. by ISO. s;l. 1962. The transliteration. 
was approved among others by Israel itself, by the.Ger'man- 
speaking countries Austria, Germany-and Swi&erland.and by the' +:' 
former mandatory power-Great Britain.': >' 

'. 1 

ISO-R 843 (Gr.), = IS0 Recommendation R 843, International ', ."'I. 
System for the Transliteration of Gr.eekCha&ct.e.rs into‘ Latin .'. ', 
Characters, first edition, ed. by fS0,'s.l. 1968. The Recoinmendatk 
ion waS approved by Greece itself. : -_ 

Romanization Guide = Romanization Guid,e, rev. ed., ed. by :.. 
The Geographer, Office of Strategic and Functional Research, 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research, U.S. Department of State,, 1,. 
Office of Geography, - Department of the Interior, s.1. 1967. 

‘The Romanization Guide is a colgection of, conversion systems : . . 
used by the United States Board on Geographic Names (BGN), '- "*.','. 
The transcriptions are largely identical with%those of the 

. 

Permanent Committee on'Geo&raphical Names for British Official ‘. 
Use (PCGN). !L!he following alphabets are included: Amharic, .' 
.Arabic, Bulgarian, Burmese5 Chinese, Greek, Hebrew-and Japanese; ', . 
Khmer, Korea&-Laotian and Mongolian, Rqjali, Persian, Russian 
and Serbian, Thai and Ukrainia&~This w&k“is imp&tant above .I_ :. 

all: for overseas areas. .' _~ 
1. _. t 

., 
. . . Foreign Alphabets ='Alphabets of .Foreign Languages, &&.edition,' 

1933, enlarged reprint, ed, bi'the Permanent Committee' on ., s 

.- Geobaphical Names for British'dfficfal Use (PCGN), London 1&6.:.~,~,+ 
This fundamental, compMhensi.ve work~deals with those languages,,".'.':' .' .t 

.' .' I. ,, (', .: -. ,. : , '. _. 
.. '.,,' ._' ..: .. .' I . 

.: 1' ', .:. ..,-: j '._ '. ." 
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which are of importance for English csrtogrr?phy.,In the following 
the languages are enumerated in the order observed in the book: 
(C) indicates that a conversion table is included: Dutch, German, 

.Danis,h, Norwegian, Swedish, Icelandic, Facrocae, *9F1,emish~g, 
Irish (C), Gaelic, Welsh, Italian, Spanish, Por?;ugueac, French, 
Rumanian, ProvenGal, '"Balloon*', Catalan, Russian (C), Ukrainian (C), 
Bulgarian (C), Serbo-Croat (C), elovene, Czech, Slovak,'Polish, 
Lithuanian, Lettish, Albanian, Greek (C), Armenian (C), Georgian (C) 
Finnish, Estonian, Hungarian, .Arahic (C), Uighuric (C), Persian (C), 
Pashtu (C), Malay (C), Turkish (C), Hebrew (C), Amharic (C), 
Basque, Afrikaans, Maltese.: Moreover, the following languages 
are discussed briefly from a historico-linguistic point of view: 
Frisian, Manx, Cornish, Sardinian,'Rhaetio, White Russian, 
Hashube, Sorb. As far as,the conversion tabies‘ are concerned 
the Romanization Guide is the more modern and more authoritative. 
source; however, this work is of lasting importance for the 
cartographer doing research on geographical names. 

British Standard 2 979 = British,Standard 2 979: 1958, Trans= .' 
literation of Cyrillic Ad Greek Characters, ed. by British _- 
Standards Institution, London 1958; In two separate parts ,- 
British Standard gives the "British system*' for the c&version .' 
of the Cyrillic alphabets of Russian, Ukrainian, White Russian,' 

, Bulgarian, Serbo-Croat and Macedonian and -the "international 
system" for the same alphabets as..well as'the Cyrillic alphabet _'. 

. 

for the Moldavian language. Moreover, transliteration tables 
for Church Slavonic, Rumanian Cyrilli&.and Greek are included. 
The tables were prepared with the co-operation of representatives ' 
from all pertinent fields of science, above all documentation 
workers,,geographers (PCGN) and experts .in Slavonic and Hellenic 
studies. 

WK 2,5 Mill, = Schreibung'der geographischen Namen auf der ' 
Weltkarte 1 : 2,500,OOO , ed. by the National Office of ,Geodesy 
and Cartography (editor-in-chief S. Radg). Budapest 1962. . . 
Whereas the International Map of the world does not give any 
detailed instructions concerning transcription, this modern- 
work represents a highly valuabIe.contribution to research on 
geographical names in 'cartography, thus testifying to the high " 
standard of this-discipline &Hungary. ,j 
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First of all, mention is made of the difficulties encountered . -' 
i_ by cartographers in respect of Latin-script languages, ,This ii*, . . . 

: 

followed by synoptic transcription tables in which the most '. -'. ,..: 
Q$portant systems are shown side by side, which aids the. . . ./ 
cartographer in his.choice of one system. AlXoffioial Latin;-",, 
alphabet languages tie included. Moreover, the-work contains . . 
conversion tables for the following alphabets (same order as-' 

I, . 
,' 

', in the book): Serbian, Irish, Chinese,'Russian,,Bulgarian,'. ,. 
Mongolian, Greek, Arabic and Persian, Pashtu, Hebrew, Amharic ' .' 

* and Korean. 
.,: : ._ 

.; Translitt&ration de l'arabe k Principes de t&.nslitt&ation ; 
'de l'arabe en caractsres latins, ed. by Institut G'eographique 
,National (IGNF), Paris‘ 1967. This work gives detailed, tra&criptj.on '. _ 
instructions for'French cartographers for ,use in Arabic.countrii$ x_ 

-“in which French is ,the first foreign language.'. ;' '.- 

GILJAREVSRIJ-GRIVNIN =.R.S. GItiAREVSRIJ, V.S. GRIVNIN, ; -'. 
'. -Cpredelltel' jazykov'mira po pis'menostjam. Moskva 1964, 

This is the standard work dn the alphabets of the world and 
.., . . .. oontains the alphabets of 65 languages used in the,Soviet .','.' 
'I 

Union as well as of 146.other lkn&uages spoken throughout'the '. 
world. ,.. . . : 

,. 
In the following discussion of the various languages.many facts -? 
are mentioned for which nQ sources are given. The reason‘for ' .' 
this is that linguistic details may be found in the standard .. 
grammars of the various languages - for the cartographer 
their titles would be of little if any,value. The reports of : 
the various delegates to the.1967 United 'Nations Conference on : 
the Standardization of Geographical Names in Geneva, where.1 
represented Austria, provided me with a host of valuable , ., .. 
information on the use~of~administrativelanguages as wella& 1 

'on the linguistic'aspects of lettering maps o'f overseas countries, 
., 

1': i , 
." 

. . _/ r f ,.I i ., ,' ,. , '. __ ( . ' ,. ', ' . I' _' : . : ,. _). s,' j _) ,' ; p, ; .;: .;': .; 
_. .. ,'t -. ; : .' ..' t. : . / 
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a)Ireland 
.- .-. 

Like German Irish has two alphabets, but like the Gothic : c 
'. characters in German the Irish alphabet is but a variant of 

the Latin script, It is derived-from the Latin semiuncial &d 
I is increasingly being replaced by the Latin script. There are 

school maps and a private book of names in the Irish script, ., 
but official maps and regis'ters are published in the Latin 
alphabet. There is one system of conversion in Ireland/the, 
script can only be transliterated with the aid of a key.Such a 
key is found in Fereign Languages, p. 13-17, and Y!K 2,5 Mill., 

_', pe. 32, 

' b)G&eece 
. 

Modern Greek uses the same alphabet as Ancient Greek. Modern 
-Greek orthography is largely historic&l. In German there"has long '. 
been a popular transcription'of modern Greek names which attempts 
to take into account at least to so@e extent the ,phonetic '. 
peculiarities of Modern Greek. The Permanent Commission on 
Geographical Names uses this trans&iption system in a'somewhat -,,,' 

' modified form in Geographieduden, key: Geographiedudeni p* '&iv-, 
xxvii. The limited usefulness of this system for maps has 
already been m$ntioned. 

Very often German maps use the classical transck:ifrt;ion of.the. 
Greek alphabet (Key: Geographieduden, p. xxiv,Lxxvii) for Modern 
Greek 'names, which is a somewhat doubtful method. Since'the .:. 
classical transcription defers to the phonetic peculiarities of- 
Ancient Greek it is not suited for the Modern Greek.language 

I with its completely different pronunciation, Moreover, Modern;> 
Greek has certain/orthographical p,eouliarities unknown in Ancient 
Greek. For purely formal reasons, e.g., the Modern Greek name 

, r&Ak would be impossible in Ancient Greek and the transcription 
Nkiona which is.found.in maps must therefore be rejected (the 
classical transorip%ion ofr~ would be.nk;,however, in Ancient J" 
Greek g% can never be used initially).- The conversion system. .( 

,- .. offered in Ostduden (key: p..xxv') fa somewhatdetter. This .-:' 
'. : 

'. _P . . .' 1 . 
,: * 
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'. 
system uses the classical transcriptio'n for the 'indiv,idual ..- ', 
Greek.letters (plus the spiritus asper er'rough breathing.sohd)i 
but does not pay regard to the fact that in .Anci.&t Greek', .:. 

,letters were pronounced.differently depending on their position -..- 
within a word; on the other hand, the pronunciation of klodern ., 
Greek is not taken into a'ccount either, If this system L 

differentiated between & and.7 , between o and ~rf arid did not 
omit the accents, it would be a,real transliteration. In Greec& .' 

-itself two types of transcription are in use: a popular'.French ' 
system (postal and railway services)'and a popular'British. ..'^.i' 1: 
system (official statis*ics), ,,Both systems are based on the 
pronunciation of Modern Greek which is rendered more or less "',I 
successfully by means of French and English orthography, .- I_ ., 
respectively, However, they are not always. quite consist&&' :: '- . .. 
Neither of the two systems is so well established in Greece : :": 
that it may be considered .authoritative, For the cartographer - : 
whose paramount consideration is thelirfentification of tqpo= _.' : 

, :, 

graphical features in printed sources 'a conversion based on the '. :: \ 
pronunciation of the'donor language is of limited usefulnes's '- -'-I-' 

:. only, particularly,in Greek where. there is a considerable _I. ' 
discrepancy between the orthographical and the phonetic forms.'-' ,. 
What is required is a transliteration of the type given in . 
ISO-R 843 (Cr. ), 1968, The usefulness sof this transliteration, '. :,;,I: 
is enhanced because Greece itself 'has approved it. As may be: ;I. :J. ' 
seen from the "British Standard 2 979: 1958” where this .tr&& ‘: , 
literation is also,found, it isnot a completely new system. " "-Y '_, 

'. For -this reason Great Britain.has also ipproved the IS0 key, : ', 
I '_ ‘, ,.'. : 

c)Cyprus . / 
;' :, 'i .: . . 

The first offical language'is Greek written in the Greek alphabet';. '- 
."'Therefore the general remarks concerning the Greek alphabet, ,‘ ;A.,:. 

and its conversions (see b) Greece) apply here as well/However, :Y 
the influence of English, the former administrative &n&age, :‘.‘-.1 
is stiil so strong that in'geodesy (Survey of ‘Cyprus) and,:. ',.,I. 'A 
statistics the conventional English names are used. Where there. ; . . 
are n,o such exonyms , the Greek #ames are .transcribed in accordtitice--I‘ 

., -, ,', 8 . ,.. / t. -. ' .' ' i: .' '. '_ . ~., ,.: :- '; ~. .b' ; <( :., .: '. '_, : : , '~ . 
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with a popular English system which differs from the "BGN/PCGN 
'lg62" system.30. Should anybody want to know how the Cypriot 

:' names are spelled in the officialbnguage he will not be very 

I happy with the latest map of the Survey of Cyprus, Administration 
Map 1 : 253,440 t .- 3rd ed, 1965, s.1. 1966. In the following you --. 
will find the names as given on this ,map and theGreek originals ._. 
along with the ISO-transliterations' (in parentheses): Cyprus/Kdapos 

.' .;(Ktipros); Nicosia/&vKw& (Leukosla); Famagusta/'Ay-&+wsrog z 
(Amm6hostos); Limassol/&ps& (Ikmes68) ; olympus/%~"/4& 
(Olumpos); Kyrenia/KE&crcr. (KerGneia); Palea Paphos/I'ltihafnagaor : 'I.. 

* .., (Palaipafos): A gazetteer can afford to go .into detail here, but'!- '_ 
' for the cartographer it will also be'difficult to do‘without '. -I<. 
. secondary forms. Moreover, the fact that Turkish is the second 'I.':. 

offi'cial alnguage has not been taken into acqount. . 

d)Yugoslavia 
-  

The Serbian Alphabet t ,. 

The Serbo-Croat language whioh is the official language inthe ._ 
republics of Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia and Hercegovina and ', '., 
Montenegro is written in Latin characters (latinica) and in ~. 
Cyrillic characters (Mrilica): :in-Croatia the latinica pre= ." 
vails, whereas in the rest of the. country the %irilica is more -,'..I, 
frequently found.There is an authoritative conversion key ; " 
which was taken over in its original form into the IS0 tableti: -; 
ISO-R 9 (Cyr.), DIR 1 460 (kyr.) and Draft ISO-R.1 243,(Cyr) >" 
as well as ISO-R 9 (Cyr.),,2nd ed.3l ‘Official maps, registers -I' ". 
pf place-names etc. in Latin.scrip$ are readily available even 
in those parts of Yugoslavia where the Cyrillic alphabet is 

I used. 

30 Romanization Guide, 10‘6. cit., p.. 24-27:. ', 
' .) This system-was devised in 3941 by the Permanent Committee on : 

Geographical Names, but was not used in Cyprus. ., 

3%?reuBiache Instruktionen, loc,,cit., p. 143 give: ~b 
I 

cl',: " : 
=h, g=d*,y'=g.However 

GeGman-speaking countries prefeis 
modern library practice in the ",; 

lj, 
with the Croat alphabet.. . 

nj, d, dt in acc?ordance., .: ,:',.., '. . : : : '_ 
: ; , '._ 

,' 

. 
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1. The Macedonian Alphabet .a - 

: A separate Cyrillic alphabet was developed for Macedonian, the 
official language of the Republic of Macedonia. Officially' _' '. ,. 
Macedonian is written only $n this script, The transliteratioti ,. 
is very close to thit of the Serbian alphabet; the only c -. 
difficulty lies in the rendering of the following three, : 

. : characters which are not found in.Serbian: r' ,& , s. Here the 
>- scientific tPansliterati6n and the IS0 transliteration differ 

-from the Serbo-Croat version as.used.in official Yugoslav 
.. publications as e*.g. in the Latin-script edition of the register ' 

of Yugoslav, place-names. The character .s which is tdken from the 
.- Latin alphabet is always rendered by de. The characters &',#' . . . 

&re rendered by g,. k in Draft ISO-R 1 243 (Cyr.) ‘and.DIN.1 460 (kyr) 
.' whereas in Serbo-Croat they become d and 6.. 32 The Serbo-Croat . . . 
_ system is found in Geogrsphieduden, p. xxviii, the IS0 key given' ._ 
,: -in-the same work is out of date insofar as the Macedonian s, is 

concerned. Certainly g And-k go further in ,underlini.ng the : 
peculiarity of the Macedon&n language than d and 6, 'but the : 

I _. latter are promoted and poptilarized by their usk.in official., ,. . 
..',, Yugoslav'publications. . . 

: ', , ‘. , ', _. 
'i . 

e)Bulgaria 

_' Officially Bulgarian is written in Cyrillic .characters only'. :' " 
-, '. For use in German-speaking countries a popular conversion has ' ,' 

,been devised which is given in Geographieduderi, p. 23,' In many 
,countries philologists and onomatologists, documentation cehtres 
and librarJ.es use a scientific transliteration also known by the 

-name of "library" or "philological transliteration.'* This transk 
literation is characterized by .the use'of the letters and. * .' 
diacriticals of the Croat and Czech alphabets;‘the bridge formed 
by the Serbo-Croat language, with 3,ts two alphabets is, so to '. 
speak, extended eastward and northeastward. That is to say that 

. : 
',,32 ., ..".' '4;: 

Pravopis hrvatskosrpskoga knjitevnog, ed. by Pravopisna ,' (. '_ . . ,komisija;j.Zagreb ~,Novi Sad 1960, p,l65. . " . 
. . * .i ." '. 

: 
.'y '9 .., . . . . . . .' * z ,:: . . : .: 

, I. 
" . :., , 
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the transliteration of Serbian w p 3 , i , 1 ,-a to Croat& ,-.', 
.;'. 

Z# a, 6, d ,can'be used,for Cyrillic in general, i.e. Cyrillia-..':~;I. 
;nc , a , tl ,V ,a corresponds to Latin d, z, c, 6, &. Variants ,i,., : : 

‘,are found where the br%dg:a loses ita ussfulne~u~* Le. wheri~l t$q. ., ~. .I' 
Bulgarian alphabet&s its own'special characters. It is , 
generally agreed that the only appropriate conversion system 
for scientific publi&tion. in German is some sort of -. " " ;: 

: philological transliteration. Transl$terations of tks type ,,. 
, are used among others by PreuSische'Instruktibnen;ISO', the , .I,: 

,, 

German and the Bulgarian Standards.Committees. In the British ,, 
Standard 2 9'79 the British.Standarda~&stitution provides both : 

. an international transliteration.in.accordance with ISO-R 9 (Cy~a)' 
and a "British system." from the cartographer's point of view :.. 
the bestsystems are those given inDraft ISO-R 1 243 and .,' ',:I: ._ r ._ ISO-R 9 (Cyr.), 2nd ed., .- '. and the transliteration of.the -.‘.:'"I 

. ' *.. Bulgarian Standards Committee. Draft ISO-R 1 243 and,ISO-R.9 _I ,_ , 
(Cyr;), 2nd ed, suggest'that &Cyrillic character should always' ."- 
be transliterated by the same Latin character no matter iniwhioh .. 
of the many Cyrillic alphabets it is used. This is an immense ,: _ 
advantage for the librajzian and documentation worker because it: ._ 
permits mechanical transliteration without requiring ,even :: :,. 
the most basic knowledge of the dojnor language. vt+rsre it is '_;~.~ ./ 
desirable to underline the individual charaoter of'the various .I", 

_ languages certain variations are recommended ;in, the-IS0 key. ':: :...:‘- 
Similarly, language groups in which tradition favours C&t&n -'-': 
transliteration variants contained in the table may use these : ' 
variants .and the conversion tiill still be .a translitertiti6n.‘ .I_ 
This should appeal to the Anglo-Saxon countries whi'ch can thus .::.. -' 
avoid the unfamiliar characters ",45, 6, ti etc. and may use the ".-.: 
digraphs ch, sh, zh etc. instead.'For us the following rtile~8re 

= &6, variant fit; % = B;variant $,; x = h, i' .:: :' important: Y 
variant ch. These variants'are of great interest to the carto=, ,.' 
bapher because in his case it is particularly "desirab$e to : 

., .' respect the original character of the Slavic alphabet." 
." Anyway, B"algarija looks better than Bfllgarija. Moreover, by '..,.- 

'permitting these variants oqe continue a tradition: Preul3ische' j 
'Instruktionent St, 6.and ch) ISO-R 9'(C;yr.)t $t;g;h and, _-- '1 :: 
'possible variant &;.DfN'l 460 .(kyr,.)g kh, $, id%,,..,,' (! :A. il,, I:' 

. ,'- .- . . * i; .- . \.. 
I ‘ 

I!- /_ 
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In the meantime the' philological transliterationsystem 
recommended by the Btilgarian Standards Committee in Standard " 
BDS 1956-56. is being increasingly used In offi& maps for' 
international use as well as in other publications. Standard 
BDS 1956-56 'conforms to Draft ISO-R 1 243 (Cyr.) and ISO-R 9 

(Cyr.), 2nd ed., with the exception of b = j, not ' and sb-= 
':'A, not il. Whereas the 1963 "Road Map of Bulgaria" 1 : 9OO,N& : 

ed. by the General Administration for Geodesy and Cartogrdphy " .". 
still contains Kardshali, Mitschurin and Gorna Orjachovizs; I 

the 1965 -'.!Road Map of Bulgaria" 1 : 800,000, ed. by Ahe 
Central Adminis.tration of' Tourism of the Council of Ministers, .I-_. 
the "Atlas Automobile - Autoatlas -.Road Atlas Bulgaria" ., _ :-.. 
1: 600,000, ed. by the General Administration for Geodesy .and " 
Cartography as well as more recent maps give K$rd%ali, 
Mi&rin and Gorna Orjahovica 

.' .:.v 
. This is to say that the -trtis=' ~'1'. 

literation system of the Bulgarian Standards Committee may ' : 
be regarded as sufficiently established in the'country itself : .'. 
to warrant i&s adoption in international cartography as, is the /:. 
case in the'hlap of the World 1 : 2,5OO,OOO. " 

f)SoA.etUnion 

The Latin Alphabet i 

.',, The regional official languages Estonian, Lettish and Lithuanian 
are written only in Latin characters. Therefore one has to be 
Lery careful to avoid back transliteration of Russian transcript- 
ions with the aid of a Russian/Latin conversion key because this' 
might result in a,distortion of the original. The Russian name ' 
of Ptirnu (German Pernau) is neptm , but today the Estonian name 
is used -in Russian, the transcriptionreading napMy. A back 
transliteration would yield Pjarnu. The usefulness of Pjarnu in I '. : 
Russian publications'may be open to discussion. In internationai 
cartography it should read either PUnu or flslp~y' . 

'... ~. 
i .- 

The Russian Alphabet. '. 

Russian is the administrative. language of the Union,:‘the official 
langukge.'of the Russian Federation grid the second adm&&krativ~ 1. ; r . ,. I i 2 
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, I 
>' language in the other Union Republics. The question whether 

the lettering of a map of the Soviet, Union should be,in' -' . 
Russian only.or in the languages of the various unidn republics 

.has no bearing on the problem.of.tra&oription. The Russian . " 
'. script is a.Cyrilli.6 script .insof& as like the other "Cyrillic 

scripts" it is based on,the Cyrillic-alphabet. In'Ger&an there 
are.at present two popular transliterations of .the Russian ' 

_ 
', alphabet: the West German transliteration as given in'Geog&phie= 

duden, p. . . xx&, and the East German transliteration as showxi in 
Ostduden, p. 'xxvi-xxix. The West German trtinsliteration '. 
"corresponds to the transcription developed in Mannheim on 

', Narch 2, 1962 by a commission consisting of ministerial 
representatives; soientists.and members of public life." 
The East German system goes baok to,W.' STEINITZ and "was : .' . 

. . " approved in its latest'.version (1950) by the,Ministry of Public'- 
Education of the German Democratic Republic for use by schools, 
public authorities and administrative agencies.lt Thus only the 
East German system is officially authorieed. Without going; 
into the respective merits of one or the other system I should 
like to make on,e fundamental statement: the de$elopment‘of a. 

. . &pular German Qonversion system of the Russian script is : , 
'. closely related to German ortho&raphy.'Td this day changes and 

modifications of German orthography have'been carried out in ,' 
-. co-operation with all German-speaking countries. In this ,' 1 

particular case no such co4peration took place,, which has . . : . ', *. certainly been detrimental to 'the cause., No Austrian or Swiss . . 
.' representatives were invited to Mannheim. Therefore none of s~ : the two versions is in,.atiy way authoritative for Austria. In , 

actual fact, however, the version given in Geographieduden ' 
and in Westduden (page 798) will certainly take root, since ' 
Ostduden is'not available in Austria. The differences are ': 
(West German variant/East German v&riant):r = g, sometimes W/ I 
always g; 6 = jo or o with varying differentiation si&s; 
m = sch/sh; n = i, sometimes ji/i, sometimes ji,'sometimesri;‘ 
H = i, sometimes not:transliterated/i, sometimes j, sometimes , 

not fransliterated;U( b schtsch/stsch; b'= not +ransliterated; -, 1 
sometimes~j/nevar tz%nsliteratad. Doubtlessly the'most striking .L'.' 
differences are sch/sh and sohtsch/stsoh, ', “ .' .I ~. .' :' .~ . ,' , " '. _' : 

. , _-' * _ 



: 
.In scientific cartography popular conversions will hardly be : .. 
umployed; in.this case'& choice between the two systems is .I, 

:' easily avoided by the adoption of a transliteration, The only' "..I 
appropriate system would appear 'to be the philological trane= 
literation which isused internationally by philologists and 
onomatologists as well as by librarians in many countries 
(e.g. in all German-speaking countries). Sources: Preu%che' 2 : 

“Instruktionen (p. 142; also given inostduden, p. xxv$-xxix 
' as "library transcription"). ISO-R 9 (Cyr.) as of 1954 gives 

the same system except for the following diyferences: medial% 
-= u instead of.- and x = h with ch as a‘possible variant _ 

instead of just ch in PreuBische Instruktionen, DIN I 460 (kyr.) .' 
as of 1962 is based on ISO-R.9 (Cyr.); deviations: x = ch with 
reference .to ,ISO*s first choiue h; in accordance with X30-R 9 
(Cyr.) medial% "0, - as given in PreuBische In&ruktionen 
ia also mentioned. As far as the Russian alphabet is concerned 1 
Draft ISO-R 1 243 (Cyr.),is in complete accordance with ISO-R 9 

' (Cyr.). For English-speaking users certain varkants are provided 
. which are consistent with the.overall system (zh, kh, sh, 

-1 ch etc.)'. The' "international systemw@ given J.n the British ' 
Standard 2 979:.1958 .confrrrms.to the recommendations of . ,_ 
ISO-R 9 (Cyr,)., DraftISO-Rl 243 (Cyr.)'Was'hpproved by the.- 
German-speaking countries Austria, Germany and Switzerland' and _' 
the English-speaking countries Great Britain and the United. I,“ 
States; the Soviet Union also lent its co-operatidn. ..: 

.- I 

In the SoiietUnion today different conversioi systems are used '. 
in different fields. For information on this point I am 
particularly indebted to Mr. R,S. GIWAREVSKIJ, university 
lecturer. The conversion system generally used in libraries and 
documentation centres is identical with 'the transliteration . ' 
given in ISO-R 9 (Cyr.). It is found in R.S. GIWAREVSKIJ and 

,I.Z. FRIDMAN, Opisanie knigana inostrannyh jazykah, Moskva19i6, 
. . p. 176; R.S. GIWAREVSKIJ, Otragenie 1iterart;ury na inostrannyh 

jazykah v bibliote~nyh,katalogah/Moskva.l~63, p& 83; and' 
' A.I.,‘MIHAJ&OV, A.1, c)-ERNYJ 'and R,S, GIWAREVSKIJ, Osnovy 

_' 

.informatiki, 2nd edition, Moskva 1968; p* 241,. ' ).. 
l , , --  

._ 



In small-scale Latin-script mapsfor international use,the ',. '. :, 
Central Administration for Geodesy and Cartography uses a _- .', 
system given in "Pravila inegdunarodnoj transliteracii russkih -1.; 

'. ,imen aobatvennyh latiriskimi bukvaml? (Ruleecfor thei International.‘. 
Transference of Russian Proper Names into Latin Characters). I 
These rules were developed between 1951'and 1956 by the 
Linguistic Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR : 

,and are given in WE .2,5 Mill; p. 47. seqq., This cartogtiaphical 
: ..conversion‘differs from IS0 transliteration R 9 (Cyr.) as 

-' follows (Soviet library conversion/"Pravil&")t e = always e/ 
e.; sometimes also je; 6 = always Z/ '0; sometimes 0, sometimes 
jo;w = always i/i, sometimes ji; x ='h/ch; % = "/not trans= -. 
literated;' a = e/e;+= always ju/*u, sometimes ju; % = 
always ja/'a, sometimes ja. In ,contrast to ISO-R 9 (Cyr.) the 1 :. 

: 'conversion of Russian .proper names as developed by the Linguistic. 
Institute of the Academy of'sciences is not a transliteration in ; 
the strictest sense of the wordi It is used, e.g,', ,in the . 

English edition of &he. anniversary edition (2nd edition) of 
the Atlas Mira, ‘Vhe'World .Atl&s", ed. by .the- Central 

a. 
'~. 

A'dministratian f or Geodesy and Cartography, Mos'cow 1967, and in 
the internatiohal map on the scale 1 : 2;500,000. 

From the point of view.of international cartography the,ISO ', ' 
transliteration .(=Soviet library.conversion) is preferable for : 

I two main reasons: first of all, it is a reversible trans,literation 
and, secondly, it serves'as a basis for the widely used conversions. 
of the other Cyrillic alphabets of the Soviet Union as will be' 
shown below. 

A special conversion system for use in international telegraphy' 
'was introduced in 1966 by the Ministry of Transport. The 
British system is used for'the regis.tration'of ocean-going 
vessels. vessels. . . 

The Ukrainian Alphabet' The Ukrainian Alphabet' . . .: .: ,' ,' 
First of all;' a few generalremarks conoe&ing .the official First of all;' a few generalremarks conoe&ing .the official 
langua&s'of the 8ovief Union: langua&s'of the 8ovief Union: I I apart from a few exceptions ', .: apart from a few exceptions ', .: 
foreign cartographers seemto.take.note of Russian; foreign cartographers seemto.take.note of Russian; Estonian, '- Estonian, '- 

I .' I .' 
:. :. . . 
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Lettish and Lithuanian only. As may be seen from the constitution".. 

/ of the Soviet Union or the constitution of a Unitin Republic 
,: ._ ,- this is certain/v unjustified both from the const$tutional and : '. ' ; from the practical points of view. The official register of 

,Ukrainian place-names uses the Ukrainian language online, just .- ,. ,. as the official register of, place&unes of the Russian‘Federation 
34 1 uses Russian only. The registers of the other,Union,Republics _ _ 

.'; ._ .a are generally bilingual.with the respective official language of 
I the Union Republic-taking precedence over the Russian language. 37 . . . 

.' In the Ukraine the supply of cartographic material in Ukrainiar~'~'~. 
: is condiderable, but in the other Union Republics maps in the '.' i; '. 

respective offi& languages are also readily available. "_" 
" Frequently parallel editions of .geographical works.and maps are 

. printed in Russian'and the respective official 'language. 36 1 A.', .. 

: 
The Ukrainian alphabet, is a Cyrillic alphabet used for writing 

. 1. the East Slavi'c Ukrainian language, the offi;oial language of' 
the Ukrainian SSR. There is no traditional German conversion .. 
worth mentioning. In the SovietUnion the library conversion 
given by.R.S. GIIJAREVSKIJ in Otragenie literatury na inostrannyh 

. jazikah v bibliote&iyh katalogah, MoskJa'l963, p. 83-86, is used- 
/ for the Upikrainian alphabet. Apart from.minor deviations this 

system is identical with the one given in PreuRische'Znstruk= 
tionen, ISO-R 9 (Cyr.), DIN 1.460 (kyr.), British Standard . 
2,979: 1958 (international, system) 'and, finally; Draft ISO-R 
1 243. The latter provides variants "for such cases where it .' 
is desirable to'.respect the origi'nal character of the Slavic 
alphabet." This is certainly true,in cartography. The following 
variants are used: P = h instead of: g; H = y instead of i; 

:. i = i instead'of i; x = ch instead of h. See also Bulgaria. 
. j 

-‘33 Ukrains'ka RSR,Administratyvno-terytoral'nyj podil, ,ed. by 
Prezydijum verchovno% rldy Ukra,%ns'koii RSR, Kyfv 1962. 
34 RSFSR,Administrativnono-territorial'noe delenie,ed,by . 
Prezidium verhovnogo sove$a RSFSR,.Moskva 1965. : _ 

‘.35e.g. t RSS'MoldovenjaskA; Ympercire administrativ -teritorial&/, " 
Moldavskaja SSR,Administrativno-territorial.*noe delenie, ed.by 

. . Prezidfumul sovetulxxi. suprem'al RSSM. Ki&in&u 1965, 

3%*,.: D.A,MIRSKIJ.& M,M.RADUL, geografia RSS HoldoventiBt', -3rd od, 
K&n&u 1963rGeografija Moldavskoj.SSR, 6th ed. KiSinev 1966.,. 

_' . 
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The V[hite Russian Alphabet .. 

The White Russian alphabet is a Cyrillic alphabet used for 
writing East Slavic t'rhite Russian, the official language of 
the Byelorussian SSR. ‘Jhat has been said about the Ukrainian 
alphabet also applies to White Russian except for +he fact that 
White Russian is not contained in Preuf3ische Instruktionen. 

. Cartographers are advised to use the Soviet library conversion. 
as given in R.S. GIWAREVSKIJ, Otradenie, lot. cit., R. 83 seqq., ,. 
Mention should moreover be made of DraftISO-R 1 243 (Cyr.) 

which is very close to the Soviet library system 'and provides 
additional variants to underline the original character of 
the White Russian alphabet ( r = h,instead of g, i = i instead 

. . ofi,x= ch instead of h), ' 

Cyrillic Alphabets of &on-Slavic Languages of the Soviet Union, 

: Since we are concerned only with the official languages of the 
1 Union Republics,, the following alphabets fall into this group: : 

the Moldavian alphabet for East Romance Noldavian spoken in the 
Moldavian SSR; the Tajiki alphabet for modern Iranian Tajiki 
spoken in the Tajik SSR.and the Azerbaijani, Kazakh, Uzbek, “ : 

j Turkmen and Kirgiz alphabets for the Turkic languages A.zerbaijani, 
Kazakh, Uzbek,‘Turkmen and Kirgiz spoken in the respective 
Union Republics. Some of these languages were at so@e time or 
other written in Latin characters: Moldavian is a variant of 
Latin-script Rumanian, Azerbaijani was written in Latin characters . _. 
between 1922 and 1940 as were Uzbek, Turkmen and Kirgiz between, 
1.927 and 1940 and Tajiki and Kazakh between 1928 and 1940. The 
Latin-script area has thus lost a region of considerable 
dimensions, The special characters of the short-lived Latin 
alphabets of Soviet Asia are found in GIIJAREVSKIJ-GRIVNXE, 
Except for the Moldavian alphabet all the other above-mentioned 
aljphabets make use of special symbols unknown in Russian; usually 
they are only minor modifications of Russian characters. . 

36 (cont.) Or: RSS Moldovenjask&l : 600,000, ed, by Dirckcija 
8ef;"';al" de geodezie W kartografie, Moskova 1965 = IfoLBavskaja 

: 600,000, ed, by Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii 1.kar%ografii, I 
Moakva 1965: . 

'. 

. - 
._ 
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The 11oldavian alphabet isidentical with the Russian alphabet -,. 
except for the fact'that the Russian characters G #u5 and 2, - ', 
are not included. This alphabet can therefore easily be trans= ' 
cribed according to the Russian transliteration key. Whoever 

,- wants to underline the fact that Moldavian is but'a variant 
of; Rumanian will choose the,more complicated transference 

, into the Rumanian alphabet as given in the British Standard 
2 979: 1958. -. ., 

‘. . 
': For'rendering the other Cyrillic 'alphabets of the non-Slavic . 
: languages of the Soviet Union into the Latin script the 

Soviet library system as given in R.S. GIWAREVSKIJ, Otragenie; 
'. lot. cit., p. 83-06, and in Bulletin des bibliothsques de France, 

Vol. 6, No. 6, Pa,ris, June 1961, p. 283-293, is recommended. 
This system forms the basis for the ISO-Draft of. the Hungarian 
Office for Standardization which is available in the libraries 

'. : of the national-standards organizations under the following 
heading: Hungarian Office for Standardisation; ISO/TC 46.X 2 
(Hungary i l), May 1967. The l&page table gives transcriptions 

I.. for the alphabe,ts 'of the following languages: Moldavian; 
(Iranian languages:) Kurdish, Ossetic,'Tajiki; (Caucasian 
languages:) Abazin, Abkhaz, Adyge,‘Avar, Chechen, Dargin, Ingush,,, 
Kabardin, Lak, Lezgin, Tabassaran; (Finnic.l&guages:) Komi, 
Komi-Permian, Mari (mountain), Mari (meadow); Mordvin+rzya, __ : 
Mordvin-Moksha, Udmurt) (vgric languages:) Khanty (Kaqm), 
Khanty (Sharkal), Khanty (Vakh), ilansi; (Samoyed languages:) 
Menets; Selkup; (Turkiclanguages:) ,Altaic, :Azerbaijani, Balkar; 
Bashkir, Chuvash, Karachay, Karakalpak, Kazakh, Khakass, Kirgiz, 

.Kumyk-, Nogay, Tartar, Turkmen, Tuva, Uighuric, Uzbek, Yakut; 
(Mongolic languages:) Buryat, Kalmyki. (Manchu-Tungusic languages:) 
Even, Ever&i, Nanai; '(Paleo-Asiatic languages:) Dungan, Chukcha, 
Koryak, Nivkh; (Eskimo-Aleutan languages:) Eskimo. 

Noreover, mention should be made of E:RICHTER'S work "Zur 
, Transliteration der zus&tzlichen Buchstaben in den Alphabeten 

der Vijlker der Sowjetunionmit cyrillischer S&rift" (1961/62) 
,(The Translit eration of Special Characters in the Alphabets of . . 

j , the Peoples of. the Soviet Union Using the C~illic Alphnbet)37i 

' '.. 37Dokumentation Fachbibliothek, Werksbticherci (Hannover), 
Vol. ,lO# pi 128:X33 

. . 
t 
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.He does no% only give the Soviet 1ibrai.y conversion but. also, .;' 
“the German library tran&.teration~~~ak worked out by'German ],-.,* 

libraries for the following alphabets: Deutsche Sta&tsbiblio= .:.. 
thek,Berlin;for the alphabets of Azerbaijani, Bashkir, Chuvash, -; '_ ; 

,Kazakh, Kirgis, Ossetic, Tajiki, Tartar, T-u&men, Tuva, Urtbek :- 
and Yak-u-t; Niedersachsfxhe Staats-- und,UniversitBtsbibliothek, 
Gettingen; for the alphabets of EtTari, Nenets, Udmurt..The‘ '. : 

., cartographer who wants to go into further detail should.moreover 
.I 

know how to transliterate'the special Cyrillic characters of ', 
-. 
.. these alphabets into'Russian Cyri,llic characters as shown by '. 

STAROSTIN in 1965.38 . . :. l 

:  . ;  

The Armenian Alphabet 1 ' '. '.'. 
. '. - 

,, 
-The Armenian alphabet is used for Indo-European Armenia?, the . . . .' 
official language of the .Armehisn SSR,. The' script goes'back: I 

;' to 406'A*D. It has, borrowed.&ch f&m -the Iranian and Greek .* " ,' 
. 

alphabets. The conversion is given in.PreuBische. Instruktionen,- .' ., 
,p. 348. . - 

.' I .' 
- 

The Georgian Alphabet ., .' '_ 
It is used for the Georgian languag,e, the.qfficiallan&age'of "-' 

.' theGeorgian SSR. The script belongs to, the Iranian @oup,pf 
'alphabets, the order,of the letters‘in t&e alphabet i&"influenced ,_ 

. ,' 
by the Greek language.' -The conve&sion,,:is, giv& in. PkeuSj.sche ". '. 
Instruktionen, p. 148. .' _ I I 

'. .' I . I '. 
,, g)'M 0 n g-0 1 i a . .,. . 

: Since 1946 Mongolian, the official language, is written'exclusively -. 
in'the Cyrillic alphabet. There -are few. deviations. from the- ." 
Russian Cyrillic alphabet'. Pending.the conclusion of the above- '* 
ment$.dned IS0 transliteratibn of the,'alphabets of non-Slrivik ' 

-' 

languages using Cyrilkcharacter6 the conversion given in 
YE 2,s Mill, p. 54, is recotienaed forluse. It is closer to 
the international and‘to the German scientific oonversi.onsthan 
the '*BGN/PCGN.1964 system" presented in the-Romanisation Guide, .._ 

.P* 53. * ,, .- .,'. ; -: ,;.; ,,, ,. _I 
: . 

.~38 . 
'. *. 
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,h) T h e A r a b- C o u nt r i e s . : ., : ,.' ,,.y .; . . . . 
.<. : . 
; ' The Arabic alphabet is defective in that it omits-the vo,wels. For ..: ". . 

-special purposes, .sacred, books (Koran), school books, etc. 
'_ I ,. additional marks and,diauritical signs are used to identify ; 

vowels. Such vowelled texts &e required for the conversion of .'.. 1 L '. : 
Arabic 'names into the Latin alphabet. For this reason.the i367 '. 

\ :'..-,Geneva Conference on. the Standardization of Geographical Names ,, :: s._ : 1 ;' recommended that the Arabic-speaking countries should provide : 

1 " comprehensive documentation for all.geographical names in which ; 
the vowels and diacritical signs are supplied.3g ‘I _. *- In Germany a . 
popular conversion of the Arabicalphabet was developed, and 

. . 
, 

-'approved:.by a group of West German experts and has standardized .. 
c.existing usage. I-t is given in Westduden (p. 800). It is one ., . . 

. . ,, drawback,of this table that it does.not show how an Arabic f' '.A :character is transliterated into a Latin character; we only .see : 

..' 'how some unidentified type of "transliteration" is turned into : 
..", a t'trariscription@'.. This is'all but lost.on the'general user .. .'.'l " .I, 

because a conversion table.which doe&not give the donor alphabet, 
, is of very.Simited usefulness only. __ : . 

,': -For the cartographer the popular .German conversion is not .',' 
;. 

acceptable. A soientific philological.conversion has long been .' 
: in existence: It-conforms to the systems given in PreuBiach&% , : 

: ., 
.' 

Instruktionen and - with a few modifications 7 in ISO-R i33 ' i.. :I,', ", . :.::, (Arab.) as of 1961.. .' . 
; 
1 

Y Since, however, the English and French languages .play such an' ', _. _- ., i )_ . . important role in the Arabic-speaking countries where they 'are .,., 
.widely used in business, communicationsand education, it is, . . 
impossible to disregard English and French romanization systems,., 
all the more so as Arab cartographers use these languages either .' 

.' : ,: 'exclusively or in addition to their own. Italian ariil Spanish 
;, conversions have lost‘their importance ,except in the Spanish 

colonies in West'Africa. Formerly a Spanish conversion system was 
.,- I- , 
‘1' 39.’ 

Unite&, Nations :.Conference, loci *oit,. , Vol. '1, .p,:13, .ResohdAkXl I_ '. '. 1, '. .'.. : -, -, _'. '., . . ) .., : I . 
s -; ., : : ..' : .: -,, '. ,' ., . -_. ., .' : : ~ '; 1. % .) r 

. _- ,', :. ,' :_ : '. : . 



used in Spanish Morocco, an Italian system was employed in Libya. I-. 
In Libya Italian c~as replaced by English. Today the spheres bf "~ ,, j. 
influence of the English and French languages show the following 
dietributionr French: Mauritania, nlorocco, Algeria, Tunis.ia, :: 
Lebanon, and Syria; Bnglish: Libya, Egypt, Sudan, Jordan, 
Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the other states of the-Arab : '" 
peninsula. The influence of these lax&ages is particularly 

'.,prominent +n cartography.'In Morocco, Algeria and Tnisia only 
the Latin alphabet,is used in mappings. Maps of Algeria in .' 
Arabic lettering are ektremely rare. In Libya; Egypt, Jordan, 

, Syria,' Lebanon, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait the surveys use both .' 
alphabets. The survey of Egypt applies a special system'of 
conversion, the so called Vurvey of Egypt System". Otherwise 

* : "the convereione'of the Permanent Committee on Geographical- 
Names and, in the French'spehre of influence, of the Institut .- 
Gkographique National (IGNF) in Paris are generally used. 
The plost recent versions of these trariscriptions are-the. 
"BGN/PCGN 1956 system o in the 1967 Roma&ation Guide, p. 5-9, 
and the Principes de translittkation de l'arabe'of 1967. The .. 
1967 United Nations Conference in Geneva recommended that the 
Arabic-speaking countries should agree,on a single system for -. 
the romanization of geographical names. If this should prove to 
be impracticable they should consider the use of two.systems, 
one based on English, the other on French. In keeping w,ith the :' 
above-mentioned language distribution each individual co-try I' 
would, of course, use only one of these systems. 40'The inter= 
national map on the scaie 1 : 2,500,OOO uses either the "BGN/ 
PCGN 1956 system" or the IGNF conVersion depending on-the . 

41 respective sphere of influence. . 
’ ’ 

i)Somalia,. ‘. ‘, i)Somalia,. ‘. ‘, 

Although Cushitic Somali is the national language it has as yet Although Cushitic Somali is the national language it has as yet 
little literary importance so that ArEibic, Italian.and English '- little literary importance so that Arabic, Italian.and English '- 

., ., 

4oibid., p. 13,~Resolution 12. ' 

4%K 2,5 Nill., loci cit., &; 58-61. I . _'. 
. ,. 

:_ 
, 
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: -which is about to supersede Italian - ', are considered'as official .' 
languages.'In Somalia names written in Arabic are usually ~, .' 

'":tranacribed',according-to the "BGN/PCGN,l956 system".42.,The. ' I." 
same systemmay,be used, i&international cartography.' ., 

.> . 
l 

I  .  

y j)-I r a n 
. . 

. : 1 j : . 
Persian is written in-the Persian alphabet which ,adds four 

'I letters to the Arabic'alphabef. Westduden (p. 799) gives & ' 
popular German transcription which.correaponds to the popular 
German transcription for-the Arabic alphabet (p. FOO).'An x I .' ,' 

.'. evaluation of this system is found under h) The' Arab,Countries. 
The 1967 United Nations Conference in Geneva recommended that 

../ 

in international cartography.the system officially adopted in=! " 
Iran should be used for the Comanization of-geographical names.,, 43. 

.' This system was set forth by the Iranian Gdvernment in the 
publication entitled "Transliteration *of F&si Geographic 
Names to Latin Alphabet (September 1966)"; Teheran 1966. If 
uniformity is the paramount 'consideration, ISO-R.233 (Arab,! 
as of 1961 has -to be used. Even though a single transliteration 
system for all Arabic-speaking countries would certain&jr be 
desirable,.the 'use of different transliterations for Arabic and' 

1 Persian does not represent too great a problem fern the 
"cartographer's point of view. It is to be assumed-that as the. -.-_ : 

"Persian Latiri script t( 'becomes more firmly established '$t will 
be taken over by ISO/In PreuSische Instruktionen the additional 
symbols of the Persian alphabet are also taken into account. 44 '? 

. . 

. . .k)Afgha'nista'n' : :' . . .k)Afgha'nista'n' : :' . . . . . . 
Iranian Pashtu is the indigenous,language of'Afghanistan.-Pashtu Iranian Pashtu is the indigenous,language of'Afghanistan.sPashtu .. .. 

,-and Persian are the official languages, Pashtu is written in the : ,-and Persian are the official languages, Pashtu is written in the : 
., : ., : 

. . . . 
42Romanieation Guide, loc:cit.', p.'.529.- 42Romanieation Guide, loc:cit.', p.'.529.- 

,43 * ,43 * : : 
United Nations Conference, lot.. cit.', Vol.' 1, p. 13; ' *. United Nations Conference, lot.. cit.', Vol.' 1, p. 13; ' *. ' ' '. '. 

;._ : ;._ : Resolution 13. .': '- ",. Resolution 13. ;: '- ',I. 
'44& & '44& & : : ,,., pi 145i. I ,,., pi 145i. I '.'q ,. -' '.'q ,. -' 

I I I . . I . . : : , , 
.' .' _._ 1' _._ 1' '- '- . " . " . . 

, , j '. j '. ,.. ,.. , , . . . t. . t. 
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Arabic character, 
.) 

wi%h the addftional Persian symbols and'some I: 

others peculiar to itself. Only one recognized conversion. Y_ 

.. developed by‘the RoyaJ Geographical Society and known as R.G.S. II..; 
is available. It is given in Foreign Languages, eB. by the '_ 
Permanent Committee on Geographical Names for British Offi&l‘ -, " 

Use.45 Together'with the international map on the scale .- '; 
1 : 2,500,00046 this table is very useful for the'transcription 

.,. Of the Pashtu alphabet. I&O-R 233 (Arab.) does include the -,. 

'. Persian characters not contained in the Arabic alphabet, but .- 
disregards the letters and signs peculiar to Pashfu, . 

-l)Pakistan 
-. 

The national languages of Pakistan are Urdu written in the :. ,' .' 
Arabic alphabet and Bengali written in the Behgali alphabet 

!' 

(both modern Indic languages). English will be the -official ,‘ ' 
hmguage until 19% and is also used in the national survey -:': 
SO that the conversion'problem is no't yet topical for the .- : 

German cartographer. The official Pakistani dodumentat$on 3.8 f >* 
“ available in'latin script and does not require a.ny.changes. e .'.-' 

Urdu.is written in the Arabic alphabet to which the'persian, '. 

,letters as well,as some special signs peculiar.to IUrdu were ',i. 

added. The scientific transliteration is given in PreuZjische ; 
_. 

'fnstruktionen.47' ISO-R 233.(Arab,) does not include the addition&l' 
* .; Urdu signs. For the Bengali alphabet whi'ch belongs to' the ‘i&di&""" 

group of scripts there is no easily available cOnVe&Xi.On key,.' 
.' 

. '. :- _' 

m) I s r a e.1 . ;‘ ' . :' . 

. The official language is modern Hebrew (also known as *iibrit'!) 
written in Hebrew characters. For, transliteration cartographers "',. 
can usd.the IS0 key ISO-R.259 (Hebr.)': On, the -whole it,.conforms 
to the scientific philological conversion given-in PreuBische 
Instruktionen. ISO-R 259 (Hebr.) owes its special usefulness, 
to the fact that it was approved not 'only'by Israel f&elf but', :- 

I- 45 pc66 S8qq, ' ' '. ,,. 
. * 

46100. cit., p. 64. 
1: .: - ,. 

47i0h Lt., p. 145. 
. . 

. . ,. ., .,I 
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also by the German-speaking countries (Austria, Germa& "' ,'. : Switzerland) and by Great Britain and the United,States. ., .I /. 
The "BGN/kCGN 1962 systein'*-shown.in"t,he Romanization Guide, : : _( 

.'. pi'@-33, is-intended above all fpr Engli~h~spsakingu&erer e;.g; '.. : - 
,' kh,.sh for IS0 k, s; *' y 
:. : 

n) E t h i o-p i a' 
. 

The official language of Ethiqpia is Amharic, a Semitic language&' 
. ) ,. . . ,written in the Amharic. alphabet. ,The 1967 United Nations 
._' Conference on the Standardization of Geographical Names. -. '1; -'~ 

', 
,' 

recommended that the transliteration'of the Amhsric script to : ' 
be adopted by Ithe Ethiopiar'nat$onal geogra&ical names authority, 
in the near future should be adcepted as the standard ititer= 
national donversion system. Since in the Confkence reports " ,. 
this conversion is called "Amhariz-W-English transliteration , 
system" and not llAmharic-to-Latin ..*'- or "Amharic-to'-~oinan~.~."' : 
it is probably based on the English language. 48 Until this ., 
system is available existing conversions will.have' to'be'used. . 

.' The folloying systems are available: the sci'entific philological 
library conversion as given in PreuBische Instruktionen4g and .' 

~' and English, a French and an Italian system. The latter three 
.: defer to the orthographies of the receiver languages. Thus the 

I ~library transliteration ,t becomes tch inFronch, c in Italian ' .“ ,I 
and ch' in English. The French and Italianconversions are .-' 
found in WK 2,5 li11.50, 

v 
;, the most recent English conversion is . 

given in the Romanization Guide as 63GN/PCGN system". 51. u&i1 
the official Ethicpian conversion comes.into force cartographers 
will best use the library conversion which is internationally 
recognized in scientific circles.. 1 i 1 

i: 
I 

40 

i 

United Nations Conference, lot. cit.;, Vol,.i; ~~'14, ,. 
Resolution 17. ,. .: ~ 
4910c. cit., p. 147. I '. ,. 
5oloo. cit., F. 68 seq..- . . 

1 
” ‘Ql,,.. cit.;‘p. 1-4. - ” 1 ‘.I -1 _’ ‘:. ,’ : ,; ‘, . . . . . ,_ ; 

. . . ,. ,.. _1 1. ..*_ , . , _.: 
, ; . . : ’ . 
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o)India o)India : : 
.. .. 

For our cartographers the Indic scripts are still a secondary For our cartographers the Indic scripts are still a secondary ', . ', . 
problem. The official language of the federal administration 1 
is Hindi written in'the Devanagari script, but English is still .' 
indispensable. The-official Survey of India mapsuse Latin : 
characters. However, quite a few atlasesand geographical works 
are already written in 'Hindi so' that a Hindi-to-Latin transk 

'literation for the lettering of maps deserves consideration. 
For this purpose the scientific philological.conversion of :* 
Preul3ische Instruktionen, Table "Sanskrit und verwandte Alpha= '.' 
bete" (Sa,nskrit and Related Alphabets)'* may be used because 
Sanskrit is also written'in the Devanagari script. 

Considering the dearth of relevant material it will hardly be ,. 
possible for the cartographer to pay regard to the official 
langugges of the various federal states.. Since Hindi meets 
with strong disapproval in those federal states where it is 
not spoken, especially in states using Dravidian languages, 
Western cartographers will at some future time have to come to 
terms with these regional problems. In accordance with the '. ~ 

I- .Indian constitution the following 14 languages are officially 
recognized (altogether 1652 languages were counted in the ,196.2 
census): the modern Indii, languages Assam, Bengali, .Gujarati; .'. .-. 
Hindi, Kashmiri, Marathi, Oriya, Panjabi, Urdu and-ancient. 1 
Sanskrit; the Dravidian languages Kanarese, Nalayalan, .Tamil . 
and Telugu. As has been mentioned before Sanskrit is written 
in the Devanagari script which most modern Indic languges'use 
as well. Besides, the Bengali script and the Urdu alphabet have 
some prominence. The Dravidian languages are .written in the 
Tamil, Telugu and Malayalan scripts. Some languages use two 
scripts - here the religious differences play a certain role. 
This is.only a glimpse of the difficulties with which'the 
cartographer will be zonfronted in the future. 

,’ 

521uc.. at. ) pa 144* : . ‘, ,: . 

. . - . . 
1 _’ 
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..p)Nepal . . :, 

(_ Nepali, a modern Indic language,which uses the Devanagari .. 
alphabet is the official language. For conversion purposes. : ; 

I' -Preu&tche Instruktionen, Trible %anskrit und verwandte Alpha= ._ 
bete". (Sanskrit and ReZAted Alphbbets), p. 144, will come in ,: .: . 
handy or'even better the' "BGN/PCGN 1964 system9@53 which'departa' “ ._ 
slightly from the library conversion to accommodate special : 
linguistic features'of Nepal&; The.'same atti-tude.may'be observed 
in respect of the Bulgarian, Ukrainian and White Russian IS0 .: .' 
variants. '. 7 

I 
.' ,q)Bhutsn . /. .. . ,*'. >' 1 5 % The natiorial language of Bhutap.Ls Dzongkha, basically a Tibetan. 

.r . 
~'language; .besides , Tibetan ,w%Wten~in'Tibetan script'& also . . 

I"' spoken. All available mapsuse an English'donve&on which has 
to be taken over without changes. L :. ". ,' ' Y _. I '_ I‘ 

: . 
r)Ceylon .". 1 -. . 

.j . ,. . : . . : 
The'officiallanguage. is modern.Indic Sinhalese written in ' 

- 

Sinhalese script..Moreover ; English plays a &eat role in t 
business ahd education; Thp.official maps use the Sinhaleae .' -1' 
and Latin alphabets, The transcription system is based on .' ' .. ': 
English, Western cartographers.will.adopt the official conversion,' 

.I 
s)Burma .- ',. . -. .. 

The official language is Burmese written in Burmese scrip.t. 
. . .Besides, English is used.in,business and education. In .1907 < 

an official'conversion key wasadopted which was published'in .," 
;Rangoon in 1908 by the Office of the Superintendent; Government 

.' 'Printing. The official maps are printed'in two scripts in. 
accordance with the 'above-mentioned.key.*For this reason inter= 
national cartographers encounter no oonversion problems here. 

.- 1 .' 
I_ -- ,* .~ ., . . . : ,- : -. 

53Bomtiisation.Guide;' lee.' ,cit ?,' p. 54 seqq. >'... ; /' ‘ . . : : . '< I '. '. . . . . _. '.* ':. ,, : 
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The "BGN/PCGN 1962 system" given in the Romanization Guide, : : I. ._ p. 12-25; is an Qmplified &statement? of-the-official 1907 I 
vetision: ' . 

_' 
._ '. I 

,. 
-t)Thailand. > : ‘ ..; _ . : ', '. 

The official language is Thai or:Siamese written in Thai script." 
In 1939. the Thai Government offici.ally adopted a conversion '.: ; " 
system which was .published in the Legal Gaeette,.Vol. 56, 'Par-k 2, . . 
Secti'on 85, BE.24821 That maps use this system in a moderately 
simplified form which is 'to.be found in the Romanizatioti'Guide - ..' 

'.as "BGN/PCGN 1963 system", pi ,66070. The offidal map'.bf Thailsnd 
* is written in two scripts (Thai and;Latin alphabets) Ghereas'the . . 

'.index is in Latin script only, The 1967 Geneva Conference 
',-recommstlaed the official key for the,transcription of geographioal, " 

.. names for' international use, : ,-, 54 

: 
u) I; a.0 8 

5 

The official language is Laotian, which belongs to the Thai group 
. . of languages ,:-mitten in Laotian script. The Commission Nationale 

de Toponymie (CNT) 'adopted a conversion system which is ,also used 
in the official Survey of-Laos'maps all of which are printed in '". 

', two scripts. This-system& also 'used.in~international cartography, . . 
: -, It is given in the Romaniz&fion Guide (p.46~51) as "BGNjPCCN . . 

1 1966 system," 
1 

v) C a m b 0-d-i a - . 

The official language is Khmer, which be.longs' to the Mon-Khmer . 
group of languages, written in the Khmer script. In 1959 the'. 
Service Ggographique Khm6re (SGK),.devised.&n official conversion ', . system tihich is used,in the official.map besides the Khmer 
alphabet. The.key is given in a slightly modified form in'the 
Roma+.zation Guide (p. $6-20) as "BGN/PCGN'+962. system? *- I,' . * ., w 

.;54 
' 

.Un5ted Natio& .Gonferance, lo& tit,, p;,l& Resolutio~.~l$., -; ., . . *. . . ,. ..' _' " ; ,. ;. ,- . :'_, '. ,, . . ,. _' , - ; ,. .: 1 .,_ 1 . . " 



w)China 

Today Chinese is written in two.scripts in a'vcry special sense. 
In 1958 the National People's Congress officially introduced 
the Latin alphabet as an auxiliary script, not so much in order ' 
to establish relations.tc the Latin-script countries -but rather . 
to help the people throughout the country to learn the putonghua 

;(*common language') more'quickly, Putonghua goes back to the 
colloquial language of the educated classes in Peking and 
belongs among the. northern dialects. Since the Chinese dialects 
are strongly differentiated'especially as far as phonetic " 
aspects are concerned and since the script, an ideographic 

-.. script, which, however, 'is no longer'pure, is unsuitable.for 
the propaga%ion of a uniform spoken standard, the government ., 
introduce'd a phonetic Latin script in order to &sure 'the use. _ , 
of putonghua throughout the country.- This alphabet is taught h 
at schools as an auxiliary'script in addition to the Chinese 
script which has been somewhat simplified by official decrees.. 

. The new Chinese Latin script will also be taken over by inter= 
national cartography. Of course, there will be no transliteration 
tables since the Chinese script does, not use Letters but 
characters which represent words. Thus, transcription dictionaries 
of Chinese characters will have to be used. It is to be expected 
that as the Latin script becomes more firmly established 
Chinese cartographers will increasingly employ it in their maps. 
A&way, it will then be possible to apply the Roman alphabet 
rule in a wider sense to the Chinese language;: The following 
examples (conventional German version/Chinese Latin script) 
will serve to illustrate the difficulties with which we shall be I 
confronted: Peking/Beijing, Naking/N&njing,;Schanghai/Shanghai, 
Tientsin/Tianjin, Pukien/Fujian, Hoangho (Hwangho)/Hu&ng%. ., 

'x) J a p a n 
. 

. The Japanese deYive their script.from Chinese butthey have 
modified it considerably. Theirs is a syllabic script which 
in addition makes use of word signs or kanji. The syllabic ' ' _. 
script takes two forms depending on the stylistic level: 



p”-’ .,T.& ., . . 
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t :.< 
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h ,.._ .i. _, 
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.. ..' 'katakana and hiragana, the latter being the more popular form " .I~ 

. . . .n.owadays. According to a decision of the Ministry of Education .: 
"of 1947 official documents may not use more than 1850 characters.. 

: -, '.Thers are tables for the conversion of the syllabic! signs. " 
,'I.,. A character represeAting a word-can be transcribed only withthe ,' ', aid of a dictionary. A mechanical transference without knowledge 

.' ' of the'Japanese language is impossible. According to the : 
.. (',, Geneva Conference Report UN, ECOSOC,-E/CONF. 53/L. 10 ofJUly i4, 

,*1967, 'p. 2, the official conversion system in Japan is the j 
kunrei-system. Philologists prefer. the HEPBURN system which :- 

'.y.'gives a better idea of the pronu+ation of Japanese. Since ,> 
I. internationally available maps of'Japna are usually of American 

: ..;origin, the Modified HEPBURN system as given in'the Romanization ~>.,: 
:' Guide,.p. 35-41; is of great interest to the cartographer.YOn '. 
.' ,January 14 , 1969 the American Standards Associat&on submitted : 

-a proposal for,the romanization of Japanese according to the ._ 
.{. Modified HEPBURN system to the ISO.'merhbers for consideration. 

.The cotients gf Japan which is also a tiember of IS&will'be: '. ; 
.',1 of-particulsr interest in this respect. : : a. _.-._ ., ., ,. : 

. :y) K 0~.r e a , : 
f .‘ 

*, '. The Ko&ean script ‘is an'indigenous syllabic script to which. 
.Chinese charac.ters were added later on. These characters are 'I,- :, 

' noa superseded by, 'or abandoned in favour of, the Koreanscript. 
The Korean syllabary is known as hang&l, formerly Zsnmun, 'For. I :. ,. 
romanizing han'&l the widely used McCune-Reischauer system 

. isemployed which is given in'the Romanisation Guide, p. 42-45, " 
. ,I ; as."BGN/McCurie-Reischauer system.'! For names written in Sine- 

Korean characters it is necessary to convert the characters. 
-to the han'& with the aid of a Korean.dictionary qf Sino- : 

.,., _ go&e& &m,raote+a .' .- ',- . : . .a 
'. . '. ' 

., . ,. '. '̂ . ,. J. ~..‘ __ .: . . .‘< _, '1 
' .: , . ,., _.. ,. . . . -. ‘.. : . , . ., ', ': .: _, ', ." ./ '.' . _ 

: : ..:-.-,,. . . : . . : 
., ':,.. 
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IV. Conclusion- 

Certainly the general trend is favourable: as cultural relations 
between the various language areas grow closer more and more 
countries not using ,the Latin sdript will introduce romanization 
keys and will,apply them to a certain extent. These keys will 
he taken over by international cartography regardless .of their I 
linguistic qualities. Once the Latin script has acquired the 
status of an officia?. secondary script it will be possible to. 
apply the Roman alphabet rule in a somewhat wider sense. 
liloreover ,. it may certainly be regarded as a favourable develop= ; 

'ment that within the Latin-script area international trans= 
literations are gradually, superseding the popular transcriptions. 

." In the German-speaking countries, e.g., the philological- 
transliteration of the'slavic languages (although not yet ' 

completely uniform) is constantly gaining ground and is even 
about to take root in fiction, Since the Soviet Union put an 
end ta attemnts at $amanizati*n. anv honesthat the world 
might develop a uniform script have grown very dim indeed, 
However, it will certainly be possible to limit the great ., 
number of'existing konversion. systems. to a reasonable selection. ;., 


